BLACK FRIDAY, CYBER MONDAY
TOTAL EXECUTION PLAN
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
We’re glad you got your hands on this guide, ‘cause you need to get in on the fun (and $$$) when
it comes to Black Friday, Cyber Monday (BFCM)!
Before you know it, holiday shopping is in full swing and the holiday countdown is ticking take advantage of the buying rush by putting together and executing a killer offer.
Online shopping has grown year after year with billions of dollars in revenue during BFCM
alone.
BFCM is your chance to bank on the relationships you’ve fostered during months prior and
exceed end-of-year sales goals.
Let’s get started!
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INTRODUCTION

“With a lot of traffic and revenue on the line,
it makes sense that retailers start preparing
for Cyber Monday during the summer months before the day takes place. After all,
a significant amount of your revenue can be
earned in that short 24 hours.”
BigCommerce
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OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

WHAT’S BFCM?
●

BFCM stands for Black Friday, Cyber Monday

●

Black Friday takes place on the day after Thanksgiving in the U.S.

●

Black Friday is considered the biggest day for retail shopping and
special deals - consumers generally use this day for winter
holiday gift shopping

●

Cyber Monday was added back in 2005 to encourage consumers
to shop online - it follows directly after Black Friday and rivals
Amazon Prime day in importance
○ It’s highly valuable to funnel your marketing efforts into
Black Friday, Cyber Monday - we encourage eCommerce
purchases 365 days out of the year, but giving these special
days extra importance has proven to be highly important
year after year
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OVERVIEW

WHY DOES BFCM MATTER?
●

It’s considered the BIGGEST sale of the year
○ The holiday season generally accounts
for at least 25% of all online sales for the
year

●

It’s the prime chance for your business to
make big bucks and acquire tons of new
customers

●

There’s only three weeks to get holiday
shopping done post-Thanksgiving consumers are looking to purchase!
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OVERVIEW

WHY USE THIS PLAN?
●

There is a lot of competition during this event

●

You need to stand out from the crowd and execute
a ﬂawless promotion, that way you’re not paying
more per customer when running your BFCM
campaigns!

●

Some reports show a 25% increase in costs to
acquire a customer during this time - this plan
will help to decrease that CPA (cost per
acquisition = CPA)!
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SETTING YOUR GOALS

SETTING YOUR GOALS

IF IT’S YOUR 1ST BFCM...
First time creating a BFCM promotion? Don’t worry.
●

Let’s set our ﬁrst BFCM goals by ﬁlling in the following table
○

We recommend multiplying your stats from the same week(s) last year by a 20-25%
multiplier conservatively

○

If you’re newly launched, you can use store performance data from previous months to
determine what’s possible: like, your web conversion rate, trafﬁc, and email performance

TOTAL PURCHASE GOAL

TOTAL REVENUE GOAL

TOTAL # OF UNIQUE
VISITORS ON YOUR SITE
GOAL
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SETTING YOUR GOALS

IF IT’S YOUR 2ND, 3RD, OR 100TH BFCM...
●

Completed a Black Friday sale before? Sources state a benchmark increase in sales year over year by 23%

●

Take your previous BFCM sales (even if you ran zero promos) and multiply them by .23 for a new goal

My BFCM revenue goal for last year
was $10K
So, $10,000 x .23 = $2,300
$10,000 + $2,300 = $12,300
Therefore, my BFCM revenue goal is:
$12,300

Tip: Break your total revenue goal down by day. Ask
yourself: “How much do I need to make each day?”
This will help you wrap your head around your goal
and allows you to adjust your promos day-by-day.
Ex: “Looks like I’m low on my goal for the day. Let’s
try reminding people of our promo with another IG
Story or an email for non-openers (people who
haven’t opened the promo email yet).”
Remember, the ﬁrst and last days of your promo
usually yield the highest amount in terms of revenue
due to initial excitement & ﬁnal scarcity!
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SETTING YOUR GOALS

OTHER KPIs
●

●

Beyond sales, set secondary Key Performance Indicator (KPI) goals on each platform you use to
support hitting your overall sales goals ○

Do you want to reach X% more people through social during your promotion?

○

Do you want to increase your email click through rates by X%?

○

Do you want an increase in web trafﬁc or an increased average order value?

○

Do you want to reduce your ad CPA by X%?

Breaking down your main KPI goals into smaller KPI goals like this will help you make
incremental changes that will positively impact your bigger goals
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

STEP 1: LEAD GENERATION

YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

1. LEAD GENERATION: ADS
●

Create an ad campaign meant completely for lead
generation ○

Ask users to sign up for your email list for
“secret VIP savings”

○

Or, let them know that “something BIG is
coming” so they can sign up for your list now
in order to get access to the sale early

○

Send users to an Early Bird/VIP URL (we’ll
talk more about this in Create Assets)

○

Copy example: ”Sign up for our email list by X
date and receive huge, early savings.”
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

1. LEAD GENERATION: SOCIAL
●

Rework your ad creatives and create a
few social graphics to share on your
social media feeds
○

Can be static images, videos,
carousels, whatever works best for
your brand.

●

Add a CTA to send folks to your link in
bio for extra savings (same early bird
opt-in page as your ads)

●

Encourage customers to tell their friends
and family to sign up for the special
savings
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STEP 2: NURTURE
YOUR EMAIL LIST

YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

2. NURTURE YOUR EMAIL LIST
●

Fire off evergreen sequences, educational content,
and any other value you can give to your list
throughout the year!

●

Always remember the 80/20 value exchange provide your customers with at least 80% value, 20%
asks
○
You should’ve been doing this throughout the
year - not just the month before BFCM - but if
you haven’t, it’s not too late!

●

Collect your most valuable organic content whatever folks engage with the most across your
pages, posts, or videos - then blast it via email before
your BFCM campaign
○
We do this to increase value & trust, as well as
increase the likelihood of opens for the
upcoming BFCM sales!
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

2. NURTURE YOUR EMAIL LIST
●

Secure intent and hype by sending your nurtured
leads a Early Bird or VIP opt in email
○

Ask them to self-optin for your upcoming
sale (same early bird opt-in page as your
ads + social)

○

Tag them with “Early Bird BFCM” or “BFCM
VIP” so you can send this list your offer
early, or give them an even sweeter deal!

○

These will be your highest converting
segmented audience as they’re awatin’ that
promo!
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STEP 3: CREATE A
MOUTHWATERING OFFER

YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

3. CREATE A MOUTHWATERING OFFER
●

What is *almost* too good to be true?

●

Try out the following offers...

1. Urgency Offer
●

Example:
“This offer is gone for good in 48 hours.”
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

3. CREATE A MOUTHWATERING OFFER
2. Scarcity Offer
●

If one of your SKUs could sell out, mention
that it could go: “OUT OF STOCK AT ANY
MOMENT”

●

Example:
“We’re clearing out our end-of-year
inventory - when it’s gone, it’s gone!”
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

3. CREATE A MOUTHWATERING OFFER
3. Bundle Offer (More Bang For Your Buck)
●

Combine like SKUs for an overall
discount and to increase average order
value (AOV)

●

There doesn’t have to be a signiﬁcant
slash to pricing for this one to look
like an awesome deal
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

3. CREATE A MOUTHWATERING OFFER
4. Just remember to… KISS 😘
(Keep it Simple Silly)
●

Don’t over complicate it - for your sake and
your customers!

●

Make your message simple by prioritizing a
single core message that requires little to no
explanation on the offer

●

Be sure and “pre-test” your offers pre-BFCM
to make sure all functionality works. This
is not the time to try out any new apps!
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STEP 4: CREATE ASSETS

YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

4. CREATE ASSETS: EMAIL
1. Email Marketing
○

Get to the point quickly - we prefer using simple
graphics for our sales emails to quickly get the
point across

○

Catch the reader’s eye by adding a GIF to increase
visual interest

○

Remember great subject lines get you opens!

○

Ensure your email is clickable, with an easy to see
CTA (call to action) button that leads the user right
to the URL

○

Tip: Use the customer’s name in the subject line, it
can increase open rates by up to 20%

Don’t overcomplicate things!
Herschel Supply Co. sent this super
simple graphic out to email subscribers
to beat the BFCM rush by launching a
pre-sale.
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

4. CREATE ASSETS: ADS
2. Social Advertising
○

Lean into what you know
performs well - review past
winning ads

○

Save A/B testing for the rest of
the year

○

Retarget your warmest leads +
past purchasers to get the best
returns
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

4. CREATE ASSETS: SOCIAL
3. Organic Social
○

Utilize posts to the feed and Stories
to support your email acquisition
efforts as well as your sales
announcements

○

You can post as many times as you
want - don’t forget that a lot of folks
won’t see *all* of your posts. You
can always archive later

○

Don’t bury the lede! Show off your
offer front and center in the
creative and copy
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

4. CREATE ASSETS
4. Landing Page

Remember Step 1: Lead Generation? Well, we need to
create that landing page in order to generate those
early bird opt-ins!
○

Create in your email client (Ie. Mailchimp,
Klaviyo)

○

Keep it SIMPLE + optimize for mobile

○

Have a very clear CTA button that is above
the fold on desktop + mobile
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

4. CREATE ASSETS
5. Website

Is your website ready for a surge of trafﬁc?
○

Are promo codes ﬁring correctly?

○

Create page banners and/or cover images
to promote sales

Web banners optimized
for
desktop & mobile
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YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

4. CREATE ASSETS
6. Styles + Sizing
○

Create a cohesive BFCM “look” and
duplicate that style for all asset
sizes you need (this is called “ad
scent”)

○

Apps like Adobe Spark & Canva are
great, easy-to-use application for
creating social media assets
■

These apps also provide
plenty of templates

Instagram Ads and Posts: 1000px by 1000px
Instagram Stories: 1080px by 1920px
Facebook Ads: 1:1 to 16:9 image ratio
Email graphics, blog headers, and landing
page assets may generally be sized to your
choosing - 1000px by 1000px is a great place
to start
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FB BANNER

EMAIL

IG POST
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STEP 5:
IRON OUT SPEND

YOUR BFCM 5-STEP PLAN

5. IRON OUT AD SPEND
●

How much should you spend on advertising during BFCM?
○

We recommend investing about 20% of your revenue goal on
your BFCM campaigns
■

●

Example: If your BFCM revenue goal is $12,300, expect to
spend $2,460 on your campaigns

Focus on retargeting
○

We recommend spending 70% of your budget retargeting users
that have already purchased from you, have visited your site,
engaged with you on social, watched a video from you, etc.

○

The remaining 30% can be spent prospecting new users
■

Watch these campaigns closely

It can be difﬁcult at times to convert cold leads into buyers, no matter how
great the offer is.
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TIMELINE

TIMELINE

1. Prospect + add new leads
2. Foster leads with
valuable content across all
platforms
3. Troubleshoot any website
or checkout ﬂow issues

1. Finalize BFCM assets + promo
2. Schedule BFCM social content
3. Revamp website to reﬂect
BFCM promo (web banners,
pop-ups, etc.)
4. Launch BFCM ad + email Early
Bird/VIP campaigns
5. Launch BFCM ad + email
campaigns

JAN- SEPT

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER
1. Conduct fresh competitive
research
2. Determine offers for
holiday promotions
3. Create BFCM Assets
4. Set BFCM/holiday spend
budgets + projections

NOVEMBER (CONT.)
1. Refresh creatives + assets for
Cyber Monday
2. Final push (email + ad + social)
to close out Cyber Monday
3. Nurture new customers + turn
them into repeat buyers
4. Remove sales assets from web +
return to “normal” post sale
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AND, THAT’S THE PLAN!

AND, THAT’S THE PLAN!
We can’t wait to see how you implement this guide across your organic social, social
advertising, and email marketing efforts - it’s gonna be awesome.
Questions?? We’d love to answer ‘em!
Shoot us an email here: hello@umaimarketing.com
FREE marketing inspo: CORE 3 Facebook group
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